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Masks are only part of the solution. They’re not that 
effective, but I understand why people use them. Wearing 
a mask just makes my day so much longer. The greatest 
feeling is coming home and finally ripping it off.
•Dillon Warwick ‘21

I understand why we have to wear them, but 
what’s really gonna help is if we stay 
away from each other. I always try to 
wear them wherever I go even if it’s 
a place that doesn’t require them. 
It more affects my mood rather 
than my school day because 
I get really dehydrated, but I 
just make sure to keep water 
on me at all times.
•Hannah Rae ‘21

Masks only help when a lot of 
people are close together. I probably 
wouldn’t wear one if it wasn’t required, it 
makes it hard to identify people.
•Logan Hohensee ‘22

I really don’t like masks, but I understand why we 
need to wear them. Even if they weren’t required, I 
would still wear mine just to keep myself and 
others safe. But it definitely gets much 
harder to breathe in choir.
•Chris Jordan ‘21
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I think masks are absolutely essential to keeping yourself and others safe. 
However, it’s way harder to communicate with others, because you don’t know 
what sort of facial expression they have under their mask.
•Sydnie Ehm ‘21

Masks are something that people should wear in public. It 
definitely helps reduce the spread, and it’s not that hard to 

breathe while wearing them. I have many family members 
who would be at risk if they had the virus. I’d also like to see 
people normalizing the use of masks even if there isn’t a 
virus going around.
•Daniel Lehman ‘21

I feel a sense of personal responsibility with wearing a 
mask, to protect those around me, and consequently 
everyone they come into contact with. But the biggest 
change is having to step out of the classroom to eat or 
drink and not seeing my teachers’ faces.
•Riessa Kongshaug ‘23

Masks help keep everyone safe, even though 
it sucks to wear one. I’ve noticed that my face 
gets pretty hot, but it’s always nice to take it 

off during lunch. However, you can never 
be too safe, you never really know 

who around you has corona.
•Michael Avendt 
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